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ENTERTAINMENT
A plethora of locally-based entertainers will bring your event to life; aerialist
performers, choirs, stilt walkers, fire and pyrotechnique displays will delight.
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DJ P OST IE
Port Douglas Audio Visual is a mobile DJ suitable for corporate events. They provide a large range of
songs ranging from 1960 to the current Top 50. DJ Postie will ensure the atmosphere at your event is
perfect and the music will flow to make it the most memorable night of your life.
Contact: Wayne Postlethwaight
E: djpostie@dodo.com.au
pdav.com.au

S P E CT R UM SO U ND S
Spectrum Sounds specialise in stylish, tasteful corporate entertainment for those who demand
excellence. They strongly believe that good preparation is a key factor to a successful, fun event. They
also recognise that flexibility is equally important to that success. Each event is individually targeted to
meet your needs for an unforgettable night.
Contact: Wayne & Kerry Hipgrave
E: info@spectrum-sounds.com
spectrum-sounds.com

DJ BART & ELECTRIC DREAM S ENT E RTA I N M E NT
DJ Bart’s passion, talent and dedication has seen him forge a career from playing music and has made
a valued contribution for club culture in Tropical North Queensland, with residencies at most major
nightclubs and bars in Cairns and Port Douglas. Reading a crowd is a gift of Bart’s, and with a growing
list of club nights, major events and corporate and private events under his belt, he can please the room
no matter the diversity of tastes. DJ Bart & Electric Dreams Entertainment can cater for any function, big
or small.
Contact: DJ Bart
E: info@electricdreamsentertainment.com.au
electricdreamsentertainment.com.au
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